he Toyota 120 NASCAR Mexico Toyota
Series race on Friday, March 1, 2013, at
Phoenix International Raceway marked a
real milestone: the first time that the NASCAR
Mexico Toyota Series has competed in the
United States.
“This is an important race for PIR and the
NASCAR Mexico Toyota Series, as well as
the sport in general,” said PIR president
Bryan R. Sperber.
The 75-lap event featured a format including a scheduled break after the first 50 laps,
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followed by a 25-lap sprint to the finish.
A full field of drivers from the NASCAR
Mexico Toyota Series participated in the historic race, including 2012 series champion
Jorge Goeters.
“We commend Toyota and NASCAR Mexico Toyota Series’ decision to hold this historic inaugural race in Avondale at Phoenix
International Raceway,” said Marie LopezRogers, Avondale mayor and president of the
National League of Cities (seen in photo in
second row at right with Luis Gonzalez).
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Toyota first began competing in NASCAR
regional series racing in 2000, later joined
NASCAR Camping World Truck Series competition with the Tundra in 2004, then got into
the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series and NASCAR
Nationwide Series with the Camry in 2007.
The NASCAR Mexico Toyota Series kicked
off its 10th season overall and seventh under
the NASCAR banner at this event, before
continuing on to 14 races at eight different
tracks throughout Mexico.
Tejano music star Bobby Pulido performed
the Star Spangled Banner prior to the start of
the race. Tony Melendez, lead vocalist for
Conjunto Primavera—a popular Mexican
group which also performed live on the midway during the race—sang the Mexican
national anthem.
San Francisco Giants Pitcher Sergio Romo
served as Grand Marshal, and our own veteran Arizona Diamondback Luis Gonzalez
was on hand with his son to greet the racers
during their introductions.
Romo delivered the most famous words in
motorsport to an enthusiastic crow: ¡Pilotos,
enciendan sus motores! And with that the
American debut of NASCAR Mexico was
launched at PIR that spring evening.
The race got off to a wild start in turn 1.
Pole sitter Jorge Goeters, the 2012 series
champion, slipped high on the start, and
fourth-starting Jose Luis Ramirez tried to fill
the hole. With cars going three-wide,
Goeters and Ramirez spun. Ramirez got the
worst of it, finishing 26th and last.
Abraham Calderon took off to a handy
lead. The only other driver who seemed to
have a lot to put up against Calderon was
Homero Richards, who hung onto second
place, about two seconds behind, until the
mandatory break at lap 50.
After this intermission, Antonio Perez
swooped low into second place, and there
was fierce racing for fourth through seventh
places until another three-wide situation
forced a wreck involving Hector Aguirre.
Aguirre’s Toyota damaged the safety barrier
and brought out a red flag.
The subsequent restart on lap 66 saw
Ruben Pardo dash into second, which he
held until fading on the last lap.
The inaugural Toyota 120 event was won
by Abraham Calderon—his first career victory. “It is amazing,” gushed Calderon in victory lane.
Finishing behind Calderon were Antonio
Perez in second, Ruben Garcia Jr. in third,
Pardo fourth and Richards fifth. ■
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Subway
,
Fresh Fit 500™
NASCAR Sprint
Cup Series
Weekend
Dollar General 200
KYLE BUSCH DOMINATES
Kyle Busch won the pole and went on to win the
Dollar General 200 Fueled by AmeriGas NASCAR
Nationwide Series race at PIR on Saturday, March
2. But first, he had to come from deep in the field
after being dropped from lead position to 25th for
speeding off pit road, after a stop on lap 40. It took
only 45 laps to pass the 24th rival, teammate Matt
Kenseth, to regain the point on the 40-car field.
Busch was so dominant that fans often looked
elsewhere for real action. Young California rookie
Kyle Larson enjoyed a pitched battle with fivetime Sprint Cup champion Jimmie Johnson for
12th place over much of the second half.
Brad Keselowski finished second, staying on
the track to take the lead while most leaders pitted with 48 laps to go. Justin Allgaier took third,
Trevor Bayne fourth, and in fifth was Busch’s Joe
Gibbs Racing teammate Elliott Sadler.

Talking Stick Resort 60
PURSLEY matches PETTY Record
Greg Pursley won the 31st Talking Stick Resort 60
NASCAR K&N Pro West Series race, his third PIR
victory. This event’s history is populated by some
of the greatest names in motorsports, and Pursley
now joins NASCAR Hall of Famer Richard Petty,
with the second-most wins (three) at the PIR.
Pursley set a new track record in winning the
pole and led all the way, until teenaged teammate
Cameron Hayley teamed with Michael Self to
dash high and low, wedging Pursely back to third
on a lap 41 restart. But when Dylan Hutchison and
Ryan Philpott wrecked behind them, the leaders
had not completed the lap. So, they were reset to
the last full lap with Pursley back at the front.
Pursley was grateful for the reprieve, but when
the field took the green flag for restart on lap 49,
Hayley roared past on the outside for the lead.
A multiple car pileup on lap 52 brought a red
flag, and when the race got going again, the
teammates went door-to-door for more than a lap
until the veteran Pursley wedged past his young
teammate four circuits from the end. “That was a
real battle,” said Pursley, “and it’s going to be
great going against that kid all year.”
Hayley finished second, while Self held on to
third, with Derek Thorn fourth, and Sergio Pena
fifth in this series season opener.

Subway Fresh Fit 500™
EDWARDS ENDS 70-RACE SLUMP
In a race that seemed to provide an ever-changing
group of star contenders, Carl Edwards outlasted
them all in a green-white-checkered finish, to win
the Subway Fresh Fit 500™ NASCAR Sprint Cup
race at PIR on Sunday. Edwards celebrated by
making his patented back-flip off his #99 Subway
Ford’s driver’s window. After a win at PIR in 2010,
he had jumped into the crowd, checkered flag in
hand. He repeated this mosh-pit style celebration
again this year, though with perhaps a bit more
caution. Still, the fans loved it, and so did he.
Edwards had reason to be happy. He broke a
70-race winless streak dating back to 2011. It was
his 20th career Sprint Cup win as he led the most
laps with 122. “I can’t tell you how cool it is,” said
Edwards from victory lane. “I love Phoenix.”
Jimmie Johnson nipped Denny Hamlin by inches for second place. Hamlin made a dash low on
the white flag lap, and a three-wide group of
Johnson, Hamlin and fourth place Brad Keselowski emerged unscathed and in tight formation.
Johnson made it to the finish line ahead of
Hamlin by racing hard on an outside line.
Pit strategy frequently affected the leader
board. An early caution flag after 20 laps allowed
the back half of the lead lap cars to come in. From
that point until nearly halfway through the 312
laps, crew chiefs shuffled the field by choosing to
pit or stay on the track.
Johnson led the point standings after the season’s second event, calling it “a very good start
for the season.”
Edwards and other Sprint Cup drivers now look
forward to the second weekend in November,
when they return to PIR for the season’s penultimate race. Chase point standings will be uppermost in all the minds of the contenders come fall.
For tickets, visit phoenixraceway.com. ■
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